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A Competitive Intelligence Cloud/High Performance Computing

Platform for Artificial Intelligence-based Science, Technology and

Innovation Policy Making.

AGENDA SETTING

Drag and drop the     to vote for policy

questions representing your priority

STI needs 

Entrepreneurial

activity

Where should resources be

invested (individual

companies, sectors, value

chains) to support the national

innovation system to

successfully undertake R&D

and compete internationally?

Knowledge

creation

In which fields is new

knowledge coming up?

Knowledge

diffusion

through

networks

Guidance

Resources
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Market

formation

Are companies adapting to technological transformation trends

in their respective sectors? How do they compare with major

(international) competitors?

Which companies emerge with specific disruptive technologies

in the country/region/city? 

Are SMEs in the sector able to survive? Which are the main

challenges for survival?

Are companies emerging with specific disruptive technologies

scaling up? Do they have enough resources to scale up

disruptive technologies? 

Are scale ups leaving the country/region/city?

Does the country/region/city attract entrepreneurial talent?

Who are the persistent innovators in the country/macroregion/

region/city?

Which are the emerging interdisciplinary fields globally?

Which are the research teams in the country undertaking

research in these fields? 

Which are the research teams in the country that might be

successful if guided towards these research areas? 

Creation of

legitimacy/counteract

resistance to change

3

Climate

impact on

social

needs 

focus on the link

between the idea and

the transfer to sectors/

businesses/value chains

What research needs to be

done regarding climate

change globally? / Where

should the funding go?

In which R&D fields do the persistent innovators invest? 

Which are the hurdles on those R&D fields where success is

more difficult to achieve?

In which R&D fields is the highest share of all company R&D

investments?

In which R&D fields is the country/region/city improving its

revealed comparative advantage?

Which scientific fields demonstrate the highest growth in terms of publications/

citations globally? Distinction to be made between basic and applied research

(distinction between interdisciplinary publications,  basic research and applied

research) (using journal classification?/calls for proposals)

directed

support to

private

sector

how to use

innovation to

adopt the

effect of

climate change

Use of AI and

possible

prevention on

discrimination

cases

connection in

data between

climate

change and

blue economy

Engagement of

EU in measuring

of adaptation

and mitigation

Data

accessibility

priority to be

placed on the

public  focus on

tech transfer

widely to the

private sector

Priority Need

interdisciplinary at

all levels:

engineering,

economics, etc.

including scientific

publications,

reports etc.

cross -sectoral

collaborations;

looking at specific

examples/cases

(identifying,

showcasing good

practices)

Definition of the problem(s) to address

Which knowledge diffusion channels work best in good practices

per discipline at national level?

Which diffusion channels work best per discipline internationally?

Which networks e.g., clusters, hubs, intermediaries operate nationally per

discipline?

What are themes in common between the actors of the ecosystem?

What are observed concentration patterns?

Key question: Does the

diffusion function work well in

the country?

Are there specific national/macroregional societal challenges?

Which knowledge

diffusion channels

related to Climate

Change work best in

good practices per

discipline at national

and international

level?

What are themes in

common between the

actors of the blue

growth ecosystem in

your country? What

are observed

concentration

patterns?

public  and private

innovations

included cutting

edge innovations

developed by

companies

Which are the current societal

priorities expecting research

to provide results?

What are the appropriate tools

to form new markets?

legal

accountability

for violation of

human/social

rights

link between

climate changes

and e.g. migration

and other major

social

phenomena

What is the role of public

procurement for climate

change adaptation/

mitigation (theoretically/

practically)?

not just focus

on industrial

policy but also

on people

(social impact)

What are you missing to be sufficiently covered? (reformulation of the question; additional

question(s), contextual information per question etc.)

What is the content of policy papers for new markets for emerging

technologies? Are policy papers aligned with the technical trends?

What is the regulation globally for these technologies? Is regulation

evolving and updating in parallel to the fast development of technologies?

What is the role of public procurement for these technologies

(theoretically/practically)?

Are actors of the ecosystem collaborating? What are forms of

collaboration?

What are the cross sectoral or cross technological

collaborations occurring and among which actors?

To which global, EU societal challenges (i.e. living lab specific) are

research groups contributing to?

What are the resources

needed and how can they be

obtained?

What are the national/regional financial resources available in the

country? Are they used to leverage EU funding through synergies?

Which financial resources were most effectively used in the previous

cycle (evidence from the evaluation part of the cycle)?

What is the size of resources needed to become competitive in each

emerging technology?

What type of resources can be mobilised outside the national public

funding (EU, foundations)?

For which technologies are companies successfully attracting private funding?

Is there sufficient tech talent supply? Are curricula and training materials

updated to the emerging demands?

Is there sufficient tech talent demand?

Is there a gap between supply and demand?

global

understanding

considering

the exporters

and importers

sectoral approach

is not sufficient

approach country

and social angles

to be taken into

account

Are there any foresight studies conducted and what are the outcomes?

What is the public opinion on specific topics (old and new ones)? Is public

opinion sufficiently educated and aware of problems from the technical

point of view and how much effort products and services need to be

successful?

What is the role of the press?

Is resistance expected? Where? Why? How?

What are the reasons justifying the political choices made?

What is the opinion of

stakeholders on new

technologies?

If Climate Change

adaptation/mitigation

measures are

implemented, is

resistance expected?

Where? Why? How?

what is the

priority of

politics what are

the priorities for

the benefits of

who;

What are the national/regional

financial resources linked to

climate change projects

available in the country? Are

they used to leverage EU

funding through synergies? 

Which are the

most important

CC problems in

the

Mediteranean

sea?

Which are the

technological

infrastructure in

your country that

can support

Climate Change

Adaptation?

What are the specific

technological

challenges related to

Climate Change

Adaptation/Mitigation?

What are the

digital

technologies

with the highest

potential to

tackle CC

This is a textbox...

STI PRIORITIES

-�Climate Change impact on social needs

-�Engagement of EU in measuring of

adaptation and mitigation

-�Link between STI and education (all levels)

in the pilot domain

-�Link between academic, industry and

public stakeholders to work on closing gaps,

building synergies and identifying

commonalities

-�General data availability/ accessibility

-�Dialogue between stakeholder groups (and

citizens) to build bridges between these

groups

-�Perception and public awareness

STI Priorities and Agenda Setting Needs

 STI priorities & evaluation needs - workshop summary

AGENDA SETTING NEEDS

-�How to use Innovation to

deal with the effects of climate

change

-�Identify the most prominent

technologies tackling climate

change

-�Data Interconnectivity

(Climate Change/ Blue

Economy)

 STI priorities & evaluation needs - raw workshop inputs
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